
                                 TECHNICAL SCHEDULE ROSSO DI MONTALCINO 2017 

Characters:               One of the most driest vintage of the last 20 years with a very sunny August and Setember. 
This conditions permitted to obtain very concentrated grapes. Besides, our exposure to 
North, saved grapes from ruining because of excessive temperatures. 

Grapes:                           100%  sangiovese grosso 
First year of production:1992 
About the vines:              Grapes come from three different vines, exposed to North: their ages are 11, 21 and 

28 for  a total  extension of 8 hectares. We get 4.5 tons of grapes per hectares. 
Vintage:                           On the 10th of September grapes were hand harvested and selected in baskets (20   

Kilos) and quickly carried inside thanks to the proximity of the winery. 
                                         Grapes had then a gravitational fall, a destalking and a soft crunch.  Afterwards they 

got  into thermo-controlled tanks to ferment. 
Winemaking:                 It is adopted the system of traditional classical fermentation with permanence on skins  

for 18 days at a maximum temperature of 29'C. 
During the first week of fermentation there are ripassings of  must over the dregs, periodi-
cal pressings and some delestages in order to obtain an excellent colouring intensity, body 
and stuff. 

Ageing:                            Once the fermentation and the following soaking are over,  wine is drawn off. 
                                         Malic retrogradation is cheked and wine has several pouring off and stays for a short  

period in Slavonian and French oak barrels, containing 20 hl. In this case, due to the parti-
cular year, we did choose to keep this wine 6 months more into the barrels. 

Colour:                           Vivid ruby red 
Bouquet:                        Fruity and refined with scents of ripe wood fruits, framed by great spicy and mineral  

scents. 
Flavour:                         Warm , sapid, persuasive with good stuff and great balance. Although the year was hot   

wine shows anyhow a great acidity ,which is the distincive character of Rosso di Montal-
cino.  

Food matches:               This red wine is excellent throughout the whole meal. It matches stewed, roasted or 
grilled  meats and medium matured cheeses. 

 Chemical physical characters:   
                                                   alcohol                           ml/100ml.   14,25 
                                                   total dry extracts.                         g/l. 30,08 
                                                   Reducing sugar:                           g/l 0,4 
                                                   Total acididy:                               g/l 5,15 
                                                  Free sulphourous anydride:       mg/l 25,00 
                                                  Total sulphourous  anydride:     mg/l. 63,00    


